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Abstract: A third generation real time
volumetric ultrasound system is described.
This imager uses two dimensional arrays
combined with phased array technology to
rapidly steer the ultrasound beam over a
volume. High speed data acquisition is
accomplished through parallel processing in
receive. Multiple images, both B- and Cscans, can be produced simultaneously.
Volumetric data is suitable for surface and
volume rendering. Images of climical
quality have been produced for cardiac and
abdominal anatomy.
Since the advent of real time cross sectional
sonography diagnostic ultrasound has found wide
acceptance in the clinical practice of various
specialties. The modern high resolution phased array
ultrasound system coupled with doppler and color
flow capabilities is a powerful diagnostic tool which
has elevated ultrasound to the primary imaging

modality worldwide.

In spite of its

success,

diagnostic ultrasound still has certain limitations
which precludes even wider applicability. These
include relatively high skill levels required of the
operator to obtain the best diagnostic view, difficulty
of obtaining identical image planes in sequential
studies and the determination of organ or tumor
volumes. Cardiac and respiratory motion will
compromise such volume determinations which are
based on the acquisition of sequential tomographic
planes. For accurate volume measurements high
quality spatial tracking of the ultrasound probe
coupled with cardiac and respiratory gating are
required. For the past 10 years, we have been
developing real time ultrasound systems at Duke
University designed to overcome these limitations.
These phased array systems utilitze a true 2
dimensional array to rapidly steer the ultrasound
beam over a pyramidal volume and thus permit
imaging of the entire 3D anatomy or portions thereof
wittrout the need for probe tracking or motion gating.

We are presently bringing the ttrird generation
real time volumetric imaging system into the clinical
arena. It was primarily designed for applications in
adult and pediatric cardiology however, applications
in readiology and obstetrics are also contemplated.

This most advanced scanner features 256
independent transmit and 256 independent receive
channels. The transmit pulse amplitude and pulse
duration are software controllable. The receive
system is fully digital after the time variable gain
amplification and operates ar 30MHz sampling rates.
Full custom VLSI circuitry is utilized to produce the
necessary receive delays for beam formation. In
addition, system size and power consumption was
markedly reduced from the previous generation all
digital volumetric scanner by converting back to the
analog domain after beam formation. The mixed
signal approach effectively reduced complexity in the
linear signal processing prior to envelope or doppler
detection.

Parallel processing is used in receive to
increase the data acquision rate by a factor of 16
above that of crurent scanners. This is accomplished
through parallelism in the delay functions on the
VLSI beamformers as well as by panallelism in the
system architecnrre. This means that each transducer
channel once digitized is connected to several VLSI
beamforming chips. With this parallelism a 65 by 65
degree volume can be scanned continuously at the
rate of 20 volumes per second for a maximum range
of 15 cm. Sampling of the volume consists of 4096
B-mode lines spaced at about 1 degree intervals.
Since 16 unique B-mode lines are acquired for each
transmit operation the transmit beam is expanded to
insonify a 4 by 4 degree pyramidette (at -3db level).
After envelop detection of the 16 unique B-mode
lines, the signals are again A/D converted for storage
in a uniqe P,@, O 3 dimensional digital scan
converter for later display and image manipulation.
The transducer aray is produced by a regular
PZI in both x and y. Current alrays
operate at 2.6NlLlz and feature 2200 array elements
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in size. Of the total
number only about 450 elecments are actually
connected with some elements serving only the
each about 300 by 300 microns

transmit or receive operations respectively and some
sharing transmit and receive. The transmit elements
tend to be concentrated at the center of the aray to
allow widening of the transmit beam unlike the

receive elements which are more uniformily

distinguishable over the entire receive aperture. The
receive aperture is about 16 mm in diameter. Since a
2D array in association with a fully independent
phased array receive system permits dynamic
focussing in all dimensions, a rectangular aperture is
no longer desirable since a circular symmetry
produces a beam with identical response in all lateral
directions. Typically 8 focal zones are utilized in the
dynamic focusing process.
The current real time volumetric scanner, T4,
features a remarkable and unique display system.
The primary images are presented on a high
resolution non-interlaced (60 Hz) 640 by 480 line
computer monitor. A simultaneous NTSC video
output with composite video is also available. Five
images are displayed simultaneously on the screen.
Two of these are B-mode images while three are C
scan images. C scan are image planes parallel to ttre
transducer face and at right angles to conventional Bmodes. The B-modes produced by T4 are at right
angles to each other in the power up configurations.
However, their position may be changed during a
scan through the use of "soft" buttons on the system
touch control panel. This touch panel also displays
an icon of the pyramidal scan indicating the cturent
position of all 5 scan planes. The position of the Bscan planes is also indicated on the simultaneous Cscans via different color cursors which remind the
observer about the relative orientation of the various
scan planes. The C-scan planes can be positioned in
range and their thichness altered via other soft button
interactions. The thickness of the presented C-scan
image may be varied from 0.3 mm to 4cm and the
displayed image features either peak signal amplitude
or averaged signal amplitude over the slice thickness.
An interesting result of signal amplinrde averaging in
C-scan planes is the reduction or smoothing of
ultrasound speckle. The various images are
produced simultaneously and instantly through
hardware implemented but software controlled
geometric tansformations in the scan conversion
system. An individual volume data set may be stored
in the scan conversions system and can then be
manipulated in an identical fashion as would occur
during a live scan. In fact, the system can store up to
3 seconds of the last volumetric ultrasound data and
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permits the generation of cind loops of this data The
operator need only move the transducer over the
anatomical region of investigation and capture the
volumetric data. The dissection of the volume into
specific planes and optimized the diagnostic views
can then be conducted off line.

In initial in vitro studies, we have found
excellent correspondence between volumetric
ultrasound volumes and known volumes (+ SVo).
Early in vivo studies indicate that RV and LV
volumes can now be determined ultrasonically
without resorting to geometric approximations. The
rapid progress in echo contrast development should
greatly aid volumetri perfusion studies. In summary,
we belive that the advent of a practical, real time
volumetric ultrasound scanner will funher increase
the utility of this noninvasive diagnostic technique.
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